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D Analyzing cults, see page 3
D UCF baseball swinging into season,
see Sportsweek, page 15
D TV talk: Wayne Starr views two
new series, see Encore, page 11

Serving the UCF Community for 15 Years

•

Advisement, 0-Team threatened
by Michael Griffin
Editor In chief

Federal and state budget cuts will
force the cancellation of UCF's
Orientation Team and Peer Advise. ment programs unless an alternate
funding source can be found, according to several university sources.
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president of Student Affairs, said portions of an $18,000 administrative
allocation made last week will keep
the programs alive until the June 30
end of the fiscal year, but the

outlook for the coming year "is not tivity and Service Fees to pay for
very bright."
th~ pro gr.am. The 0-Team is
Peer Advisement's traditional operating now at a deficit of $10,100
funding through UCF's Financial accorcling to Jimmie Ferrell, StuAid Office will be cut next year due dent Center director.
to the Reagan Admin\stration's cuts · ·"There are enough people in SG
in financial aid. In the past, funds who feel that the administration
collected through ticket fines were should pay for orientation'' to block
earmarked for Peer Advisement. 0-Team funding again this year FerBut now these funds will have· to go rell said. "Orientation is an educato other firiancial aid programs, tionally oriented program and you
Tubbs said.
have to ask yoUJself 'at what time
Orientation Team funding was cut should ASF funding pick up
drastically last year when · Student
Government refused to allocate AcCuts, page 4

•

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Boriibsaway!
Esteban Martinez bazookas his egg
in UCF's annual Engineering Fak
that was held Wednesday. See page 6
for a recap of the day's events.

Compromi~e

on graduation
by Bobbe Lyon
Future news

The Commencement Review Committee recommended Feb.· 11 that
graduates
receive
individual
Eiieen Samelson/Future
recognition by shaking President
Trevor Colboum's hand at the end of
.
.
The Student Center's Valentine Kiss Off grossed $190 for Easter Seals this week. Out of the 85 entrants, the judges commencement exercises, instead of
. chose S~la Har~n's lips as the winner.
.
an en masse ceremony, according to a
committ.ee report.
Included in. the recoinmendation,
proposed by communication professor
by Kathleen Foronda
admission requirements.
those who show pot.ential for sue- . Dr. Phillip Taylor, is stipulation that
and Roger Simmons
These students' high school records ceeding in college are accepted into names of graduat.es would not be inFuture news
and overall academic performances
dividually read.
As a result of stat.e budget cuts in are screened by a committee, and
EOP,page4
Commencement, page 6
education last seinest.er, a major UCF
black enrollment ret.ention program
may have to be scrapped this sum- ·
mer.
by Loraii;ie Ziegler
anything associated with black
According to Dr. Robert Belle,
Future news
culture sparks little interest, even
director of Minority Student Services,
among blacks, who he said know
the university's Educational OpporBlack
Americans
are
victims
of
less
about themselves than any
tunity Program has ooen running for
"miseducation"
about
slavery,
other
people in the world.
the past two summers on budgets of
racism,
and
their
African
heritage,
The
reasons for a lack of black
about $~0,000. But with the budget
according to Dr.Na'im Akbar,
identity
stem from "a concerted
cuts, the program's funds have
UCF's Black Student Union guest and systematic effort to misinform ,
dwindled to $6,000. "There's no way
speaker Tuesday night.
.
us and to misinform the world
we could run a quality program,'' he
Akbar
is
a
clinical
psychologist
abbut us," Akbar said. Whites
said.
.
at Florida State University and
deliberately severed blacks' ties to
The program is designed to comply
associate editor for the ''Journal of
their roots to keep them oppressed,
Na'imAkbar
with state demands that· the
Black Psychology."
according to Akbar.
blackJwhit.e student ratio in Florida's
Egyptians who built the pyramids
''The people who need to hear
This miseducation process conuniversities is proportionat.e to the what needs to be said are the least sists of several -lies, he said. One lie were blacks, he pointed out. And .
schools' service areas. According to likely to be present,'' Akbar said to that blacks hear is that Africans
the blacks of the Nile Valley gave
Belle, the EOP is targeted at firstan audience of 22 students. He said made no contributions to civilizatime-in-college minority students who the low turnout was evidence that tion, Akbar .said. Yet the original
Akbar, page 5
did not meet all of the university's

Lip service

Black .retention program may be axed ·

a

Speaker war·ns·blocks to maintain identity

.Homecoming committee to organize
The first meeting to plan the 1983 UCF homecoming
will be held at 3 p.ni. Feb. 22 in the SCA.
.
~
Any student is eligible to.be a voting member of t~e
~
"' •
homecoming committee after he attends three
. ~' ·
organizational meetings. In the past few years, a stUdent
had to be appoint.eel by a student organization to be a
voting member of the committee.
The committee will elect a homecoming chairman in a future meeting.
The homecoming football game is set for Oct. 1.against Valdosta State.

UCF alumni funds 23 scholarships
The UCF Alumni Association has
allecated $18,000 for scholarships to
qualified students who plan to attend
UCF next fall.
Applications for the 23 scholarships
to be awarded are available at the
UCF Alumni Relations office in AD 350 and the Financial Aid Office in AD
120. They must be turned in by March 31.
The scholarships include 16 $600 Alumni Fellows ·awards, a $1,000 Millican
Scholarship, and six $600 awards to community college transfer students.
Alumni Fellows awards will be given ~at least one student from each class
level and one froni each of the five colleges of the university, plus an award to a
graduating senior who will enroll in a UCF graduate pro~am. To qualify, applicants must have a 3.0 overall GPA and a record of service in campus and
community activities. There is no financial need requirement. All aw~ are
·merit-based.
The association also aw.ards the annual Millican Scholarship, µamed for the
university's first president, Charles N. Millican. It is presented to an outstanding junior to use during.his senior year at UCF.
, Six $600 scholarships are available for students transferring from Valencia,
Seminole, Lake-Sumter, Daytona Beach, Brevard and CentraI Florida community colleges. Applicants must have at least a ~.5 GPA, have applied for
admissicm to UCF, and be nominated by their college presiclents.

UCF Karate Club seeks.members
The UCF Karate Club is conducting a membership
drive open to all UCF students, faculty and staff. Anyone
may join, whether a novice or a black belt.
Black belt instructors hold classes four nights a week,
and meet in ED 173 on Tuesdays from 7:30 p.m. to 9.:30
p.m., Thursdays from 7:30·p.m. to 9:30 p.m., Fridays
from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., and Sundays from 3 p.m. ~ 6 p.~.
Call 275-3667 for further information and ask for John.

Seminar for entrepreneurs to be held
Nine business and industry
profeasionals will speak on how to
raise venture eapital at a seminar Feb.
25, sponsored by the Small Business
Development Center at UCF and the
Institute for Business and Industry
· at Valencia Community College.
The seminar will be held at the
Harley Hotel in downtown Orlando,
from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. The fee is $95, which is payable to the UCF College of
Extended Studies, located at AD 397.
Other seminar topics deal with characteristics of an entrepreneur, how to
deal with venture capitalists, and how to conclude a business deal.
For additional information, call 305/275-3796. The registration deadline is
today.

..

Business graduate students to meet
The Graduate Business Students
Association will meet Feb. 25 at 6
p.m. at the Orange Quarter restaurant
in downtown Orlando. Stuart
Longworth, director of human resour·
ces with A. Duda & Sons will speak on
interviewing beginning at 6:30 p.m. A
meeting will be held ~rward, and .
cocktails will be available.
All graduate business students may
attend.
For further information, call Dennis
Hainsey at x-2525.

Aid for businesswomen available
Two chapters of the American Business Woman's Association are offering
scholarships for businesswomen or women seeking a business or professional
career.
The Orange Heritege and N~Vista chapters require that applicants be in
good scholastic standing and demonstrat;e financial need. Application deadline
for the Orange Heritege chapter scholarship is March 26. The deadline for the
NuVista chapter scholarshir is April 10.
1
Applications are available in the Financial Aid Office, AD 120. For more information, call x-2827.

.-

..

Future
Managem~nt
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.

Positions Available

Application·Deadline·F~bruary 25, 1983
The Future Newspaper Is currently looking for applicants
for the positions of-Edito·r in Chief and Business Manager
for Summer, 1983.
Editor In chief
Duties: .Ov~all responsibility for publication and management of weekly campus
newspaper. Determines editorial content and policies, appoints and supervises ·staff of
student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's business manager and business
department, and serves as a member of the university's Board of Publication.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade-point average at UCF, be
at least a second semester freshman and· must have been enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. In addition, candidates must have worked
for the Future for at least two semesters, which may include the spring semester of
1982, and show their experience and/or academic .achievement in reporting, editing and
communication law.
Application: Applications are available in the Future·~ busihess office, phone
276·2866. Completed applications must be received by midnight February 25, 1983 to be
considered.

·Business ·Manager
Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper,
including the raising of money through advertising, budget preparation, purchasmg,
payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising sales and production and staff of stu· ·
dent salesmen and-make-up personnel Responsible to newspaper's editor in chief and
serves as a member of the university's Board of..Publications. Salary is $50 per week plus
1 percent of all sales commission.
Eligibility: Candid8tes must have a minimum of 2.0 grade-point average at UCF; be
at least a second semester freshman, and must have . ~n enrolled full time at the
university since at least fall semester of 1981. C~didates must show their experience
and/or academic achievement in business management.
Application: Applications are available in the Future busines!.l office, phone 275-2865.
Canplet.ed applications must !Je ~by midnight February 25, 1983 oo be considered. ·

•
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Brainwashing?
Ex-Moonie tells experiences, exposes cults' trickery
leader who is the only person who can
correctly interpret either God's word,
or whatever higher powers' revelation
Ex-Moonie Chris Carlson told a 50- to we mortal beings."
member audience about the horrors of
Second, Carl.s on said that there is a
cult life and deprogramming W ednes- conversion, but not like what he called
day night in the SC auditorium.
the true religious conversion many
Carlson was a member of (Sun people experience. ''The groups have a
Young Moon's) Unification Church process of orchestrated conversion,
from June 1977 until March 1978, meaning it is a process of systematic
when he was kidnapped and design to bring the new recruit from a /
deprogrammed at his parent's point of curiosity and interest to
request. Ile said that it is easy to be being a blind.believer,'' he explained.
caught up in a cult. "You are unThird, he said ~hat tl?-ere ~a "hidsuspecting that you're !>eing brainden agenda" which they put recruits
washed because you 're ~ot kept in a on in order to bring them deeper into
box somewhere or tortured," Carlson the group. He said that behind the
stated.
sincere and friendly smiles and
"They disaffiliate you with your idealism lies the true purpose of the
past,. your family, your reference organization "that the members live
points and reroute your life to Moon, just to serve the leader and the
and that is all you live for," he said.
group," Carlson called this exCarlson said that there are basically ploitation.
phasis on money and power. "The
four variables which separate cults
He says that the group's activities l~der is the one who guides your life,
from more conventional religious are the fourth sign of whether it is a the leader is the one who is the only
sects. "One is that you've got ~ liv4i,g cult. Carlson said that there is an em- ·way to understanding and therefore
by Roger Simmons

..

Future news

•

•

an

you become
extension of his ego,"
he said. ''His power is enhanced by
your presence there.''
Carlson said that one·of the reasons
cults are successful in i'ecruiting and
retaining members is that they
present their theological principles iii
closed environments, usually on one
of their farms or group centers. ''They
really only make sense when they
close you off from the outside world
and your own conscience can no
longer be active,'' he said, because if it
were, _you could distinguish between
the right and the wrong of their
arguments. According to Carlson, the
brainwashing is complete when you
start correcting any negative feeling
that you have toward the group.Carlson agrees that cUits can be
scary and also states that they can be
dangerous. "Moon doesn't get people .
to kill each other yet, although the
seeds for that are pl8nt.ed, I'll guarantee t~t!'' Carlson proclaimed.

Housing Office proposes 4 percent hi~ke in dorm fees
by Donna Howell
Future news

UCF dormitory residents will pay
$22 more per semester next fall.
.
Housing director Chris McCray
said Monday that a 4 percent increase
will boost ~ingle room rates from $524
to $546 and hike rates for double
rooll!B from $560 to $582. Triple room
rates will remain at $450 per

semester.
"The rate increase is due to a
variety of things, such as utility costs,
salary increases for housing employees arid improvements to some of
the dorms," McCray noted. He said
ne\v furniture for living and lounge
areas in the older dorms, Volusia,
. Lake, Osceola and .Polk, will cost
$20,000. "We really need the improvements," McCray said. "Some of

the halls don't even have furniture in student complaints, McCray ~aid,
"but nobOdy likes rate increases for
lounges and living areas.''
"'rhe budget will go before the whatever reason."
Board of Regents in April," McCray
McCray also spoke to resident
said. Final approval of the hike will assistants, who posted notices of the
come then.
increase. The Inter-Hall Councff
McCray trimmed $12 off an earlier- discussed the details of the rate in~
proposed $34 per s~mester hike crease at a Feb. 16 meeting, he said.
discussed at an Inter-Hall Council Results of the meeting were not
meeting Feb. 9. The presidents of the available by press time.
residence halls offered no specific

. featuring
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7:30·8:30 P.M.
University Dining Room
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Game Night

Do It All Night
l~pm·5am
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SCGameroom

.ACUI Tournament

7:30&

Feb 18,_19, 20
_it

Registration SC Main Desk

Challenge the Chess Wizard:Mark Ryan Sunday I - 5 SCA

BATILE

BARS

Bert's Place (_
Mon, Feb 21

J

\l[ /

Carrie
Nations
Wed, Feb23

9:45pm
Febl9

SCA

CINEMA "C~LASSIQUES
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Ashes and Diamonds
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the program, according to a September 1982 EOP report by Belle and
·researcher Vera Williams.
Student Sen. Stan . Halbert said
EOP students take a load of lowerlevel classes for one summer and are
monitored and advised while living on
campus. La.st summer, 38 students
were enrolled in the EOP.
Their tuition, and living expenses
are paid for by EOP funds, which are
part of UCF' s total budget for black
student retention services, Belle said.
According to Dr. Carol Surles,
director of the Equal Opportunity/Af·
firmative Action, program,· the total
1982-'83 allocation for black student
retention services is about $57,000.

Out of that budget, some funds go to
on-going services like tutoring and
counseling. The unused portion goes
into the EOP.
Surles said it was hoped. that
$30,000 would be saved for the EOP.
Surles said $14,000 had been saved
in a retention reserve account for the
Summer program, but sta'te budget
cuts forced UCF officials to recall the
money.
"I don't think they targeted the
program. It was university attempt
to try to find cash," Surles said.
John Goree, vice president of
Business Affairs, said all areas of the
university were proportionately cut.
Since that time, however, $6,000 of

a

the EOP cut has been returned, Surles
said. After some evaluation, the administration realized the potential
adverse affect the budget cut would
bring, and tried to restore the money,
Surles said. ·
According to Jim Smith, Budget
Office director, the $6,000 was
proportionately cut from other parts
of the university.
But even with the returned money,
Belle said the program may not run
this summer if EOP does not receive
the $8,000 lost to budget cuts.
Both Belle and Surles said the
majority of black student recruitment
is done through the EOP program,
which Belle said has been a success.

According to the EOP report, of the
36 black freshm:an students admitted
in fall 1979, 6 percent remained in
school In 1980, 36 were admitted to

the first EOP and the retention rate
for UCF jumped to 36 percent. In
1981, 23 students were enrolled in the
program, and the retention rate rose
again to 78 percent.

•

Of the 38 students enrolled in the
1982 EOP, 38 are currently enrolled
at UCF, the report states.
Surles said the administration is
currently checking into possibilities
to regain the outstanding $8,000.

Cufs--------------------------------------frompagel
academic programs?' "
Dave Kiser, student senate pro
tempore, said the purpose of SG was
to "fund projects and programs
after students are here and functioning within the :university.
"It is the administration's responsibility to ensure that students have
enough classes, qualified professors,
and are advised," Kiser added.
Kiser's sentiments were echoed
last week by ASF budget committee
members when they refused to consider the $33,690 Peer Advisement
budget request.
Student body Vice President Matt
Weber said that, though advisement
was defini.tely an administrative
responsibility, "it would be tragic if
the Peer Advisement program was
done away with."
"Advisement is the absolute

worst thing this university does,
there is literally no commitment
from the upper levels of the administration," Weber said. "Peer
Advisement has helped students
better plan their schedules because
the student aides know more about
the environmental studies requirements than most . UCF professors.'' he added.
Weber said that most professors
are limitAd in their advisement
abilities. "They can tell you how to
fulfill your upper level requirement
for a degree, but they are just not
familiar with the lower-level re_.
quirements."
.
Weber is one of the few in SG who
supports SG funding of the 0-Team
and Peer advisement programs.
"These programs are too important
to lose, if the administration can't

fund them then maybe we (SG)
should step fu and help pay for
them," he said.
.
Peer Advisement and the 0-Team
enable freshmen and transfer
/ students the opportunity to be
registered, - academically advised
and tested in general math and
English requirements. "These three
aspects of the programs are going to
have to be perforined no matter who
pays for it," Ferrell said.
Incoming freshmen and transfers
must have these three functions
taken care of in the three weeks bet·
ween the course guide release and
the first day of classes. "It is a
monumental task, considering the
time element involved,'' Ferrell added.
Tubbs said no contingency plan
has been worked out to deal with

these problems, should the. two programs be canceled.
"When $1.6 million is cut fror:i
your budget you feel it," Dr. Trevor
· Colbourn, UCF president, said of the
recent state educational budget euts.
The cuts were necessary due to the
state's low sales tax revenues last
year.
. "You just can't give someone ·
something you don't have." Colbourn said. He said he was guardedly·optimistic about this year's sales
tax revenues because they ''showed
a steady increase over the past two
months," but the increases still may
not be enough to save the programs.
That, Colbourn said, may be up to
SG: "If they aren't going to fun~ it,
then there is a strong likelihood that
the programs will be discontinued,''
he said.

•

•
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Panelists discuss homosexuals' legal rights
by Donna Howell
Future news

•

Basing his premise on statistics of
suicide rates, diseases, income and
lifespan among gays, UCF's Dr. Randy Fisher said, "keeping all questions
of morality out of debate, it is a simple fact statistically, that it is better
to be heterosexual in the United
States in 1983 than it is to be
homosexual.''
UCF's _third Hot Issues debate,
homosexuality, drew a crowd of 40 to
hear three panelists.
The pro side featured Jim Welch,
president of the Central Florida Gay
Community Services and Ronnie
Sanlo, executive director of the
Florida Gay Task Force.
Russell McCraw, president of Be
Whole ministries and an ex-gay himse1f, took the anti-homosexual stand.
Both Sanlo and Welch professed to be
homosexuaj.
.
Fisher, a psychology professor, .was
to speak for the homosexual side, but

Akbar--- from page 1
the modem world the qases for its
medicine and monotheism, Akbar
•
added.
Akbar also said that blacks are
exposed to only the ugliest aspects
of African civilization, like the
savage pygmies, so they will reject
their entire culture and adopt
Western values.
Another lie, according to Akbar,
is that slavery was just an ordinary politi~al problem that ended
when Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation.
Akbar called slavery an
American Holocaust. He said that
while Jews' sense of identity survived Hitler's crematoriums, black
identity died with slavery .
. ''The burning of our minds was
worse than the burning of Jewish
bodies," he said.
The atrocities of slavery are
underestimated, so blacks won't
•
realize thev are still victims of a
"plantatioii. syndrome" Akbar-said.
After being enslaved for so long,
blacks still see themselves as
"breeders and studs" and they still
depend on white society for
everything he added. As an example, Akbar said, blacks still expect
whites to legitimize black leaders.
Akbar blamed drug addiction,
crime among blacks, and
alcoholism on slavery and
Americans' emphasis on pleasure.
The media have persuaded
blacks-and whites-:-to measure
their adequacy in terms of external
conditions like possessions, skin
color and comfort, according to
Akbar.
''They have convinced us that
_ the only thing to worry about in
this life is feeling good at whatever
• cost," he said. "To feel bad is the
worst thing that can happen" since
it represents failure; blacks believe
this lie, Akbar said.
Despite problems in black society, Akbar said blacks should be
proud that they survived slavery
and racism as well as they have.
He credited blacks' survival to
their spirituality and humanity.
He said that self-knowledge and
religion form the "bridge that
helps us find ourselves in a sea of
lies.'' Akbar urged the students to
read books on black history as a
counterbalance to textbooks on
American and European history.
He encouraged them to approach
life from a bi-educational, bicultural perspective to regain their
sense of identity.

dressed.
According to California law, Sanlo
said, "I could not engage in legal
marriage with my lover. I know that I
would still be arrested for lewd and
lascivious behavior if an arresting officer so chose,· simply by walking
down the street and holding hands.
':Those laws are in existence. My
employer can still fire me if he found
out I was a l~sbian, if he so chose. I
have no protection in terms of
Eileen SomelsonlFuture
housing and employment in CaliforThe participants in the homosexuality debat.e are (from left to right): Russell nia. In fact, there is only one state in
McCraw, Ronnie Sanlo, Clive Thomas and Jim Welch.
the United States that does provide
because of illness, was not present.
A substantial portion of the debate those kinds of protection. And it ain't
Moderator Clive Thomas of WKIS dealt with morality issues, though in- California- and it ain't New York, .
radio related some of Fisher's com- terpersonal
relationships
and folks, it's Wisconsin,'' Sanlo said.
ments.
homosexuals' rights were also adHot Issues, page 19

V. Rand Saltsgaver, Attorney

THE HA.I R SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7.00

Personal Injury and Wrongful Death
Defective Product Injuries
Criminal law

Initial consultation
available without charge

Full Service Saton

Walk-Jn,S Welcome
. 10S09 E. Colonial Dr.
(Wihn Dixie Center)

llNJON PARK
16 West Pine Street
Orlando, Florida (305) 841-0342

/

282-1.700
Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

Av·alentine

You've dedicated yourself to toking core of others, but that's no reason not
to toke core of yourself .
·
.We con help you. As on Air Force Nurse you'll be a commissioned officer and
will enjoy the respect and prestige that comes with it. We 'll provide you with excellent working conditions in modern medical facilities. and we'll give you duties
which ore stimulating and challenging.
There are fringe benefits that include opportunities for continuing education,
JO days of p'o id vocation each year. and much more.
·
We try to help you as much <?S we con. because there is no better way to say
"thank you" for the way you help others. Get all the facts about Air Force Nursing.
Contact: SGT. JIM DODSON
4640 S. Orange Blossom Trail, Suite 401 B, Orlando, FL 32809
or phone 305 / 855-2830

~~Air Force. A Great Way of Life ....~

~

.
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It
ain't
.egg··drbp

Engineering students applied classroom theories at the Engineering Fair
Tuesday and Wednesday. Competition included bridge building, an egg drop
from the top of the Engineering Building and a paper airplane contest.
About a dozen engineering-related industries also displayed exhibits in the
~ngineeriilg Building.

so·~- p

•

Commencement-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t r o m p a g e 1
ceremonies that resulted. from increasing class sizes. Seven hundred ·
~nd forty-five graduate and undergraduate students received their
degrees in the 1982 December
ceremony which was held in the UCF
Student Affairs, student body
gym. It lasted three to four hours,
President Tico Perez; and various
Perez said. According to a records
deans and staff members, first met
spokesman, about 1,400 students will
Feb. 4 to find a solution to the long graduate this semester.
Provost Leslie Ellis said he gave the
recommendation to Colbourn Feb. 14.
No final decision has been made.
The committee, composed of Ellis,
Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice president of

At the Feb. 11 meeting, student
body Vice President, Matt Weber,
read a student senate resolution
urging that students "deserve to have
individual recognition befo_re their

venience wrum making
mendations. ''

their

reco~

The committee agreed on Feb. 11 to
continue considering other changes,
such as draining the reflection pond
peers." Weber also urged the com- so it could be used as a possible
mencement review committee to graduation site and moving the
"carefully consider-the needs of the ceremony from a Friday to a Saturstudents and not the issue of con- . day.

- ~
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
. ''Students Serving Students''
Located in SC 200, Call us ~t 275-2191
'open Weekly From 9 to 5

•

CENTRALIZED SERVICES

LEGAL SERVICES

Discount Movie Tickets
East-West Expressway Tokens
Discount Film Service
Theatre Tickets
Typing
Service
(With l.D.)
.
.

Landlord - Tenant Problems
Consumer Problems ·
Noncriminal Traffic Cases
Dissolution
Name Change

.

------------------·------------------------~------Hours-9to9
Located .a't Student Center Mai A Desk
Phone 275-2060

J

.
------------------------------·----Located in SC 210
.

'

Call For Appointment ·
Phone - 275-2538

DENTAL AID
•·

X - Rays and Checkup

~~-----------------------~--Located in SC 219
Call for Appointment
Phone 275-2413

Centralized Services

.•

Student Center Main Desk
MOVIE TICKETS

275~2060

SG Price

Reg Admission

Vour Savings

$2.50

$4.00

$1.50

· Eastem Federal
Northgate4
Conway Twin
Orange Blossom 2

AMC
Interstate 6

(All Movie Tickets)

General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

Wometco
Park East and West

Dinner Theatres
Once Upon a Stage
Theatre On Park

$13.25
$15.25

$15.75
$16.95

$2.00
$1.70

$11.50
$9.50
$3.50
$10.75

$13.25
$10.75
$5.25
$12.SO

$1.75
. $1.25
$1.75
$1.75

' $13.50
$12.50
$10.50
$6.50
$4.75

$15.00
$14.00
$12.00

$1.50
$1.50
$1.50

Area Attractions
•

.

Disney World, Magic Kingdom A~ult
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's Reg. Admission
Busch Gardens

Epcot Adult
Epcot Junior
Epcot Child
Silver Springs Adult
Silver Springs Child

East-West Expressway Tokens (10) $2.00 ·
Photo Film Developing (see Centralized
Services price list)
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·Letter Policy

A free exchange
of ideas on the
issues of the day

FORUM

Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters must be
typed, double spaced on a 60
. space line. All letters must
be signed with writer's name
and phone number to be considered for publication.
Writers' names will be
withheld upon request. All
· lett~rs · are subject to
-editing.
Some letters m.a y be
designated as guest
editorials at the editor's
discretion, with permission
of. the author. All submitted
material becomes the copyrighted property of the
Future newspaper.
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Compronllse is acceptable .
The administrators, faculty and students on the Commencement Review Committee reached a sound, sane
compromise that will ensure a dignified and shorter
graduation exercise.
.
· Instead of the bad en masse idea, where all
undergraduates are asked to stand up and be recognized
by. colleges, the committee compromised to allow the
students the walk across the stage and a handshake from
President Trevor Colbourn without having their names
read.
This solution should please just about everyone. First,
there is no endless drone of one name after another. The
students know who they ·are, their friends and family
· know who 'they are and the rest of the audience apparently isn't listening anyway.
Secondly, the commencement will be shorter and more
enjoyable for everyone involved. The committee should
be commended for attacking a problem intelligently,
analytically. and with the most regard for students
wishes.
.
It ii; regrettable that the administration feels that the
need .to shorten c~mmencement is there, but if it must be
done, the names are the ·most extraneous portions of the
program.
President Colbourn should seize this opportunity to
deal with an unsolvaq~e problem by accepting and implementing the committee's recommendation.

GueSt editorial

SG clearly vioiated church/state separation
Last week the student
senate passed Bill 15-27,
authorizing the expenditure
of $1,000 for a f~asibility
study to determine if the
university ·should raise
$918,000 to build an interfruth chapel. During discu.ssion of this bill, senate President Pro Tempore Dave Kiser
said that no church/state
conflict exists. . Mr. Kiser is

I

Oil glut: revenge is sweet

wrong.

The economists are telling us that the current oil glut is
bad for . the wor.ld economy. OPEC countries are kneedeep in debt to international bankers who loaned money
to the sheiks when we were waiting in lines~ and paying
·$1.20 a gallon for regular gas.
No one could dispute the economists' fears, but pardon
us if we consumers don't shed any tears for the OPEC na-.
tions.
0-P-E -C. Those four letters were .enough to send
shivers down the spines of every Lincoln owner in the free
world. The cartel brought this nation and its people to its
knees and did more to disrupt the world economy than
10,000 oil gll)tS.
. .
Now it is the consumers that have OPEC on the end of
a rope that is wearing ever thinner. It ·m ay be a bit immature to say it, but i~ feels really good inside. .
We rode bicycles and walked and jogged our way back
to below dollar gas prices. It feels good to know our free
market system can work to our advantage.
.
. Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief
Alliance, n~ In international politics, the union of two
thieves who have their hands so deeply inserted in each
other's pQckets that they cannot separately plunder a
third.
Ambrose Bierce,
The Devil's Dictiooory
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by wayne starr
from religion. Writing in a
1970
opm1on,
Justice
William 0. Douglas summed
this up best: "Neither the
State nor the federal government can constitutionally
impose reql:llrements which
aid all religions as against
nonbelievers."
believers."
By requiring (through our
fees) students to support
such a project, the senate
has acted ill~gally and. irresponsibly. There is no
.Place for sanctioned religion
in a public institution. If
students want to pray and
reflect, they· can do · so
anywhere they-please- be it
the library, the gym, the
Student Center green, or
any one -of the numerous
· churches in the area. But I
do not want my funds used
to further such activitjes.

As f~ back as 1947,
Supreme Court Justice .
Hugo Black said, "Neither a
state nor the federal government can, openly or secretly,
participate in the aff~s of
any religious organizations
or groups."
This is a public state
university and its actions
are state actions. Spending
student fees to support any
religiously connected pro.j ect is blatantly unconstitu·
tional.
Because of the complexThe Constitution not only .ities surrounding the· issue,
guarantees freedom of ·the Supreme Court devised a
religion but also freedom simple three-question

Religious Establishment,Effects test.
· First, does the proposed
action have a secular purpose?
Secondly, is the primary·
effect of the action to advance or inhi~it religion?
Finally, doe~ the legislation foster an excessive
government entanglement
.with religion?
The feasibility study does
not have a secular purpose,
its primary effect is to ~.~~ ·
vance religion, and the a~
tion is government entanglement with religion. In order
to avoid future legal hassles,
this legislation must be ·
vetoed by the student bqdy
president and tabled forever,
or at least until all nonbelievers are burning in hell,
as last week's guest
editorialist so eloquently
warned us.

.From ·our readers
· l'alestine should be~ong to those horn there
Editor:
In response to the Pro ·a nd
Con discussion between Dr.
John Livingston and Dr. R.
S. Miller on Feb. 6 about the
possibility of a Palestinian
state on the West Bank.
To Dr. Livingston: From
the bottom of my .heart I
thank you for your plea for
,. justice for the Pale~tinian
people. It is long overdue for
the American public to know
the facts about what has
happened to them under
Israeli aggression. ·T he
-Jews, who were once the oppressed, are now the op-

~

-
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for the same ~ause: the land
they call ,home.
· Also a correction: Jordan
has never been part of
Palestine. Just because over
a million Palestinians took
refuge in Jordan after the
1948 and 1967 wars, and
became refugees, does not
mean that Jordan will ever
be Palestine. Y asir Arafat ·
and the Palestinian people
were born in Palestine. Was
Begin? Was Golda Meir?
Was Sharon? And how can ·
.you ask why the Palestinian
peopfe did not build
themselves a state over the
20" years between 1948 and
A statistical history o( Israel•
1967. Do you know what it
Area: 8,219 sq. mi. (lnclud,es occupied
means to be a refugee? It
territories-about the size of Massachusetts) means without a home,
The nation of Israel was re-established as
without a country, without a
republic by the Unit.eel Nations in 1948. It oc- leader, without a govern'"
cupies part of the anci~nt land first call
ment,
without
a
Canaan, then Israel, then Palestine. It face .chance-completely at the
the Mediterranean to the west, Lebanon to the mercy of their foster state.
North, Syria and Jordon to the
They waited for justice from
Egypt to the southeast.
the United Nations, all they
pressors. They, of all people,
shotild know better.
To Dr. Miller: The .comments you made against the
P. · L. 0 . shows that you,
along with most Americans
and American Jews, have
been ''spoon fed'' Zio:riist
propaganda. The current
Prime · Minister of Israel,
Menachem Beii.n, was in his
early days, against Britain
as much terrorist as you now
think Y asir Arafat is, except
that Zionist propaganda
calls Begin ·.a "freedom
fighter" and Arafat a "terrorist." Both have fought

•Srurce: 1982 World Almanac of Fa.cu, published by Newspaper Enterpriee Aaaoc:iation Inc.

P~estine,
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Give credit where it's due
Rotter wrong on phone serviee

•

•

Editor:
individuals, with total
In response to the letter disregard for others' properfrom Sen. Rob Rotter about ty, would not destroy a serthe campus phone service, vice which benefitted the en(Campus phone service too tire student body. The deciimportant to lose) I would sion was not only to conlike to set the record tinue the service but to instraight.
crease it, not for Southern
Concerning the senate's Bell, but for the student.
attitude regarding the conFor the record, it was Pro
tinuation of the phone ser- Tempore Dave Kiser who
vice, I saw no "crocodile spearheaded the move to
tears,'' nor did I see any con- continue the campus phone
cern for Southern Bell. Wha~ service. It was also Kiser
I did see was concern for our who initiated the change to
(students') money. The ques- Orlando area ser:.vice.
tion was not' whether Ma
Let's give credit where
Bell would go broke but · credit is due, to Kiser and
whether students' money the 15th student senate.
should fund vandalism.
The
final
decision
Sen. Luci Johnson
reflected a belief that a f.ew

University denies individualism
if commencement is altered

Editor:
Graduation commencement represents a culmination of four years of hard
work.. The en masse
ceremony which has been
proposed is absurd and contradicts the institutional
philosophy of this universi·• . ty. Namely, " ... ACCENT
ON THE INDIVIDUAL

and ACCENT ON EXCELLENCE ... "
Both of these ten~ts are
traditionally recognized
during commencement exer~
cises. If this is changed
please advise the Budget Office that they must correc~
that typo in all of the UCF
catalogs.
.Kevin C. Uliano

NO, U's:::.E:

HE:R"PE:S/

~RSE ...

I

I

~ .:Mvl?.£'
I

Valentine thief steals donnite's heart
Editor:
A week before Valentine's
Day my sweetheart, who
lives 700 miles away, mailed
me a box of Valentine's Day
candy. After sharing the
candy with my fellow stiitemates, I hung the cover of

the box on my dorm door. I
thought that it was such a
beautiful heart and would
make a pretty dorm decoration.
The following day, one of
my Dorm-mates stole the
heart off my door. I just

pray that the person who
stole it from my dorm door
needed m.Y Valentine's heart
more than I needed it that
night. Please take care of it,
because it means so very
much to me!
Name withheld by request

Palestine----------------- frompage8
got was lip service.
Wake up America! At this
time of economical crisis do
you know how much aide the
U.S. A. gives to Israel? The
figures are astronomical.
Write your senator~ or congressmen and ask them how
much, then ask yourself,
why? And if that isn't

enough, the U.S. A. recently ·
approved even more financial aid to Israel, even after
they slaughtered more than
10,000 Lebanese and
Palestinians in their drive tq
"secure" Israel's borders.
Does this show discouragement of their aggressive
behavior? Israel, with the

~~
II-~
~THE

EMPLOYERSUPPORTOF
GUARD & .ESERVE

fourth most powerful
military in the world.
Open both your eyes
Americans, to the Middle
East, and protest, loud and
clear!
A Palestinian who's been
there.

""'M~~~cw~~~~~~~t
~

The Advertising Counc il

EMPLOYER SUPPORT OF THE GUARD AND RESERVE CA_
MPAIGN
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Jordache

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT

* GRAND .OPENING MONTH *

I

For Ladies

$19.99

Let us impress
someone special for you
with a colorful
Hallo.on Bouquet.
Ah ' Balloons! ... Everyone
. likes
Balloons. Like the colors ma
rainbow, balloons have the instant
magic to bring ~appiness and smiles
•Birthdays
• Anniversaries
• Retirements
•Weddings
•New Borns ,
• Hospital Stays
•Any Occasion

Beer and Wine
Fish and Chicken Mexican Dishes
And Our Already
Famous

Old Fashioned Steak Burgers
&
Hand Dipped Shakes
443 N. Semoran Blvd.
Corner 436 and Aloma

Ask About Our
Valentine Special
Bouquet!

Immediate Delivery

Just a phone call away ...

(305) 282-4236
Open 24 Hours -

lOOJo Discount to Students
CASH OR CHECKS

*

Monday-Saturday

•so,ne restrictions may apply.
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St-~-H.

ROck

KllPlAN
·
Educational Center

House .

-There IS a difference!!!

-

Course

Class ·Starting

MCAT
DAT

Febl9
Feb23
Feb28

GRE

A.re you tired of looking for
happiness? No matter what"
you do, fulfillment can onh,1
be found in Jesus Christ.
r, '\?,,
He wants you to know Him
.,,.,.....__
~
personally. Come and
--- learn how great life can
be! Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400
· Centers In More Than 80 Major US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Ganado & Lu ano Switzerland

The Rock House
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
1199 Clau Street. Winter Park
.644-1199
(located between Par and Fairban~s Exits off 1-4)
The Junior High meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m.

..,

Take Charge At 22.

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you're near the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger chal22 you can be a leader.
lenge and a lot more ·
After just 16 weeks
responsibility than
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits, ·
you for, and the decision-making auincluding special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make the most of it.
salary is $17,000-more than most comAs a college graduate and offiCer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years, with regular promoto making you a leader. There is no boot tions and pay increases, your salary will
camp~ Instead, you receive professional
have increased to as much as $31,000.
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
N~V~;;O;;-U-;:;T-;- - - - -W-;;; 1 .and new opportunities
This training is
INFORMATION CENTER
I to advance your eduI P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
designed to instill
cation, including the
I the
0 I'm ready to take charge. Tull me more about I
confidence by firs.tpossibility of ·attending
Navy"s officer programs.
(00)
hand experience. You I Nam
graduate
school yvhile
I
First
I Please Print I
Last
I
learn by doing. On .
you're in the Navy.
Apt. # _ __
I Address
your first sea tour,
Don't just take a
I City
State
Zip_ _
· _. I
you're responsible for · I A g e _ tCollege/University
I job. Become a Navy
managing the work of · :j:.Year in Colleg
•GP"----officer, and take charge.
I Even at 2Z.
up to 30 men and the 1 .a.M ajor/ Minor .

r

I
.I

Phone Number

II
~ 9~ J

/
IArt!a CodPI
Rest Time to Ca ll
This is for gl!ne ral reeruilme nt in formation . You do not h ave to furnis h env o r the in form ation requeswd . Of course, t he more we
kn mA', thl' morl' Wl.' ca n httlp t o detcrm1m• the kinds o r Navy posi-

L:: f::h•::o=I:... - - - -

. · Navy Officers ·
Get Responsibility Fast.

'
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With help ·from some British friends
· Petty returns on another Florida tour
by Wayne Starr
Future s1aH

Some bands need theatrics to sell
tickets, Whether it's a smoky fog
rising from the floor, video clips
displayed on giant screens or extravagant light shows, one thing is
clear-they need gimmicks to draw
crowds. They can't rely -on the
strength of their music alone to
please audiences.
Tom Petty needs no gimmicks;
Tom Petty needs no come-ons. He is
a performer's performer. And he
more than proved it last Friday
night at the Bayfront Center in St.
Petersburg.
Petty's was no small feat, considering that the overly laid-back
crowd sat dumbfounded, showing no
emotion during the excellent opening 45-minute set.
W ~g up for Petty was a near
supergroup line-up: ·ex-Squeeze
member Paul Carrack, legendary
British songwriter/producer Nick
Lowe and superb guitarist Martin
Belmont. But there was virtually no
response.
The atmosphere, however, livened ·
up considerably when the main attraction took the stage. For nearly·
two hours, Petty dazzled the crowd
using his snarly, nasal voice to
perfection.

Fro in the opening ~hords of ''A
One Story Town" to the last notes of
the finale, ''American Girl,'' the
crowd saw two Pettys. One bounded
across the stage with energy during
rave-ups. like "Kings Road" and "A
Thing About You." The other shuffled and slithered in snake-like
fashion, acting out the selfgratification of a new hit, ' 1You Got
Lucky" and the despair of an old
classic, "Breakdown." Petty's acting and stage presence are real and
convincing-don't be surprised if
some Hollywood producer snaps
him up and turns him into the next
Bogart.
·
Petty and the Heartbreakers
(long-time members Mike Campbell,
Stan Lynch and Benmont Tench and_
newcomers Howie Epstein and Phil
Jones) ran the gamut of their im- .
pressive repertoire, delivering
superb renditions of "I Need to
Know," "Refugee," "Woman in
Love" and "Here Comes My Girl,"
in which Petty took the opportunity
to make a little political commentary: "Just seems so useless to have
to work so hard and nothing ever
really seems to come from it," he
crooned, then added, ''what with
Ronald Reagan and everything.''
Petty obviously seemed to be enjoying himself as he smiled, laughed

Tom Petty, Florida's "gone gator."
and led the crowd in countless hand ship of ~he Heartbreakers, the
claps. He was concerned about the highlight of the ·s how occurred when
crowd's safety, asking people not to · they took a short break. The
push and shove each other because he spotlight focused on Petty alone as
wanted to play a long time. Once he he did a solo version of "The
stopped to pick up one of the many Waiting." As he slowed the t.empo
articles of clothing thrown on stage and filled the hall with "I've never
and good naturedly draped a bra over know nothin' qwte like this/Don't it
Mike Campbell's guitar.
feel like tonight might never be
again," he. expressed the feelings of
Even with· the expert musician- everyone there.

Sending in the clowns:
two midseason flops
by Wayne Starr
Future staff

Stoned Again
In Orlando, photographer Marshall Hamlin captured Mick Jagger on film.
Director Hal Ashby did the same thing in Tempe and ~utherf ord. Check 'At
the Movies,' page 12. ·
·

c ·hina, England tours offered
opera in Cheng Du and the tomb of
the first emperor of China, in Xian.
Taking time to explore new places
The tour continues to Shanghai for
and meet new people--and receiving a visit to the Jade Buddha Temple. A
credit for it. Impossible? Not at all.
.. visit to the Great Wall, the Ming
Beginning in June, Dr. Patricia tombs and the Forbidden City will
Manning, associate professor of conclude the tour in Peking.
education at UCF, will lead a student
Students who register may receive
tour of the.People's Republic of China. credit for courses EDE 5541 or EDF
The trip is being sponsored by 6608. Cost for the tour, including
Academic Travel . Abroad, an transportation to and from China
educational tour organization.
(from &m Francisco), all meals, enThe tour departs San Francisco for trance fees and extras, is $3,100. UCF
Hong Kong on June 19: After a visit tuition, passport fees and transporto Hong Kong, the group will travel tation to San Francisco are not into historic Canton.
eluded.
Other stops in China include Guilin,
Tours, page 12
for a cruise on the Li River, ballet and
by Debi Blair

Travel guide

It's midseason replacement time agab-that time of the year when the
networks put on new shows to replace those shows they thought were good
enough, but weren't. Kind of like ordering steak and being served Spam.
ABC was the first to apply such logic with the debut of two new situation
comedies, "Condo" and "Amanda's.'.' Actually the shows are new in name
only, since "Condo " is an obvious ripoff of another lousy, yet successful
show, "The Jeffersons. " "Amanda's " is just a carbon copy of the very funny, but relatively unknown, " Fawlty Towers. "
UJifortunately, "Amanda's " ·1acks the madcap brilliance of "Towers"
creator -and star John Cleese. But at least· it does have Bea Arthur who,
after several years as "J\1aude,"·established herself as the put-down queen
of television. She's still insulting people, only this time it_'s th~ guests at the
hotel she owns and operates.
,.
When a particularly annoying elderly woman (a hotel critic) tells Amanda
she can't see the ocean from her room as promised in the brochure, Amanda
replies that she's not looking in_the right place, ''It's that big blue thing between the land and the sky.'' And when the same guest complains of wilted
lettuce, A:r_nanda tells her she probably scared it to death.
·
These quips just don't make up for the lack of originality, however. Not
only the characters, but the set is a duplicat.e of "Fawlty Towe~s."
"Condo" goes beyond bad; it's downright offensive. The characters are
racist, prejudiced stereotypical W ASP.s and Mexican-Americans. McLean
Stevenson is back in abo~t his 14th attempt at success since quitting
"M*A*S*H." This time he's the head of a .downwardly mobile family, the
Kirkbridges, forced for economic reasons to move from their snobby, uppermiddle class, segregated neighborhood to a less affluent condominium.
At the same time Luis Avalos is the head of an upwardly mobile MexicanAmerican family, the Rodriguezes. The first time the two meet, Kirkbridge
mistakes Rodriguez for the gardener and proceeds to insult him. The two
spend the next half hour spewing hatred while the Kirkbridge son and the
Rodriguez daughter fall in love and secretly marry.
.
Nothing here is even the least bit funny, especially James Victor, "the
new Mother Jefferson." Trying to pass off a man who both looks and acts
Jewish as a Hispanic is just plain stupid. But even he can't hold a candle to
the character played by Brooke Anderson, Kirkbridge's unbelievably dippy
wife who spends her days gluing rubber daisies to bathtubs.
But.look at the bright side. If these two shows were any good you might
not have time to read the paper or do the laundry before "Cheers" and "Hill
Street Blues"-the ~st hour-and-a-hulf on television.
,
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At the Movies

'Let's Spend the Night Together'
The cinematic result is nothing less
than spectacular. Sweaty close-up
angles and tight film editing convey
the energy and excitement that is a
Rolling Stones concert. And the
Dolby stereo soundtrack puts the
listener right in the front row.
As Jagger belts out the classic,
''Time is on My Side,'' Ashby artfully
juxtaposes old photos of band members with more recent pictures in a
· montage that accents the timeless
character of "the bad boys of rock 'n'
roll."
Shifting locales via another
·cinematic technique, Ashby embroils
the viewer in the controlled ·mayhem
In the Hal Ashby film, "Let's of stage set-up. Using speeded-up
Spend the ·Night Together," the foot.age, the film capsules the massive
·Rolling Stones come' alive as hard- physical requirements of preparing
working, energetic masts of their the st.age for the New Jersey concert
as roadies and stagehands scurry
craft. · ·
The film is a collection 'Of foot.age about in a frenzied sequence of chaotic
shot during the Sto!1es' 1981 tour. construction. . Ashby has chosen to ·illustrate the
Stones in two separate environments:
"Let's Spend the Night Together"
the out.door enormity of Sun Devil is more than a·film of a concert, yet it
Stadium in Tempe, Ariz. -and the is still not quite a documentary. It's
packed closeness .of Brendan Bynie more like an excerpt from a history
Arena in Rutherford, N.J.
book.
The mere mention of the Rolling
Stones conjures up a Pandora's box of
images. But whatever mental picture
one choos~s to settle in on, it must be
rem~mbered that these are just a
bunch of guys playing good old
rock'n'roll.

T o u r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 11
For those with European interests, the trip will be visits to London, Bath
Dr. Bill Esler, chairman of the depart- -and Cambridge.
·
ment of educational foundations, will
Highlights include a tour of Stra~
accompany a tour group to England.
ford-on-Avon, Windsor Castle, WinThe tour is being sponsored by
Europe Travel, Inc., of Casselberry.
The group will leave Orlando on June
2~ and return on July 17. Included on

chester Cathedral,
Cambridge
University and Stonehenge.
For more information on these
tours call the department of
educational foundations at 275-2426.

•
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THI GREAT POKER SHOOT-OUT II4J#'~'"'\Pizzeria, II
.

HERE'S 'IHE 3RD AND 41H SET OF CLUES IN 1HE BUSCH BEER CONIESJ

/

"You were saying,'" said
Roindonce, "that the cards in
each player's hand odd up
to the same number. Sounds
a mite odd to me." ·
"Nothin' odd about it,"
said the BUSCH Cassidy.
'"Course, I ain'ttellin' what that number is, but
anybody who's seen that big poster should be
able to find it- if they let their eyes roam."
A barmaid came by with ice-cold glasses of
BUSQH Beer for all the players and onlookers.
Once again, BUSCH Cassidy raised his glass to
Diamondlil, this time bowing from the waist.
"You got something' go in' on with her?"
inquired the Kid . ·
"Now," Cassidy laughed, "it's sort of a private
joke. Diamond Lil tells everybody she's
descended from royalty, but there ain't a speck of
truth in it. Sure, she's hold in' one of the two aces
thafs been dealt, but they're of m~nor importance."
"You haven't said much about Black·Bart," the
Kid said .
"Nothin' much to soy, 'cept he's always
wearing black.suits when he plays. Thinks it gives
him class."
"Golly," said Raihdance, "you got most
everybody sized up. But you ain't mentioned Doc
Holliday."
"Later," soid Cassidy.

0

"You were oskin' me
about Doc Holliday;· said
BUSCH Cassidy as he and
.t he Kid watched the big
poker game in the Last
Chance Saloon.
"Yeah," said the Kid. "He
keeps gettin' up from the table and then com In'
back wearin' a different outfit."
"True Indeed," said Cassidy. "Doc, he's
superstitious, and ,h e thinks changin' clothes will
bring him luck. That's why he's always got four suits
with him."
"I do declare," said Raindance. "I surely am
impressed with your know-how. And that deserves
another ice-cold BUSCH:'
The Kid and Cassidy downed the mellow
brew, then returned to observe the action at the
table.
"This here game is right interestin,"' observed
BUSCH Cassidy.
.
"How so?"
"Well, there's only one.king dealt and just five
hearts. And I just now remembered
somethin' about Wyatt Earp."
-"Would you care to share that
information?" asked the Kid.
"Later," said Cassidy.

( . . Look for the 5th
and final set of
clues in this space
next week.)
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$1.00 off Large_ I

or Medium pizza I'

I
with ad 1
I Casselton Corner 5
I 1049 N. Semoran Blvd.
I
-I .Winter Park, Florida 671 _7 500 .

. ...,

I
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· The Frame Bar.·
-

Soft Contact Lenses

$65
15% Off All Frames

894-6642
10

· Next to Ronnles
Master Card or Visa

College Park Florist

Y--, y,_ l.9s1

...

Flowers for All Ocasslons ·

Valentines Dav· Easter
Mother's Doy Corsages

20% Discount with
Student l.D.
Cosh & carry· 423-5771

2118 Edgewater Dr . .
·'

EPICUREAN
.· Restaurant
American and Mediterranean
Cuisine
· Specializing In Greek Food·
Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game
·Fine Wines
Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till
7900 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Fla.

277-2881
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Jazz is alive and well at·UCF
After an innocuous start, the UCF
Jazz Lab is rapidly becoming a band
knoWn for its energy and style in the
traditional swing and jazz blues
idiom.
. ·
During this semest.er the band will
~ perform at several concerts including
an appearance at the Central Florida
Fair on Feb. 24 at 4 p.m. The band
will also help open the new Orange
County ·Civic Cent.er on Feb. 27 and
will bring jazz _to Wint.er Park in ari

out.door concert at the Wint.er Park
Art Festival on Mar. 20.
The highlight· of the semest.er will
be a performruice at "Kaleidoscope,"
a combined music program featuring
the Billy Taylor Trio, on Mar. 26· at
the Bob· Carr Au,ditorium. A final
spring concert with "Blue Lou"
Marini, saxman with the Saturday
Night Live band· and the Blues.
Brothers, is .scheduled for April 6 in
the Student Cent.er Auditorium. .
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I EVERY WED., FRI.
Just So ...
I AND SAT. NIGHTS!
lbegendary
guitarist Herb Ellis takes a solo during a
I DANCE TO YOUR FAVORITE"
workshop with the UCF Jazz Lab last Thursday.
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A little piece pf history
llves on in nearby Oviedo
Oviedo Historical Society in 1982
chronicles the town's history
through its homes. The oldest
house listed was built in 1880 and
the newest in 1954. Ironically of
The small house at 262 N. Cen·
tral Ave. hugs the ground familiar- the 82 homes profiled in the
publication, the Arie home is not
ly, the result of 61 years of mutual
included. Mrs. Thelma Clonts,
association. There's barely a trace
president of the society, could only
of white paint left· on the clap·
justify the omission by citing lack
· boards and shingles and today, in
of funds.
the rain, the bare wood seems very
Through the years, the little
dark. Rain beats the tin roofhouse has yielded to the demands
relentlessly.
.
of modernization and expansion. ·
The outhouse gave way to the
Two low dormer windows,
bathroom, and water was piped
shaped like human eyes, rise over
directly to the kitchen. A space
the front porch and seem to survey
heater now stands in front of the
the wet world with jaded resignafireplace.
tion. Above them, a small second
Three children grew up in the
story that seems like an after·
house and each left a little of
thought, perches hatlike. ,
himself between the four walls. To
An arched trellis planted in brick accommodat.e the brood, a side.porch
was enclosed for a sleeping room.
piers and smothered in flame vine
None of the alterations have
leads to the front door. The yard is.
detracted from the charm of the
a pleasant tangle of shrubs and
structure. Graceful archways
ground cover. A camellia bush
divide the rooms; Pine floors glow
blooms with brilliant red blossoms,
with the patina of the years and
shiny with rain. A solitary palm
walls and ceilings are painted
stands guard at the street.
lathwork. Glass doomobs abound
Mrs. Mary Arie, 82, still lives in
and in the living room, French
the house that she and her late
doors open onto a portecochere, a
husband, Marshall, bUut in 1922.
A booklet published by- the
predecessor to the carport.
by Norma Goethe
Contributing writer

....

Conrlng Attractions ...
Make Me Laugh .
The Popular Entertainment
Committee of PAC presents
Comedy Night this Friday at 6 ·
p.m. in the University Dining
Room. Featured laugh-getters
will. be the comedy team of
Abrams and Anderson, who
have brought their act all the
. way from Portland, Me., for the
occasion. Admission is free to
students. The usual munchie
fare will be provided at popular
prices.

Jazz Ensemble, directed by Mike
Arena, and The Dance Company,
Inc., Central Florida's first pro·
fessional modem dance com·
pany. Bob Kelley of radio sta·
tion WLOQ will be the master of
ceremonies for the afternoon.
The public is invited to this free
event.

SBT
The Pine Castle Center of the
Arts presents a free dance concert on Feb. 20 at 2 p.m. on the
Arts Center grounds. Performing
a repertoire of modem, classical
and contemporary dances and
ballet will be the Southern Ballet
Theatre. For more information,
call 855-7 461.

Jazz/Dance
For an afternoon of jazz and
dance check out the Eola Park
Band Shell on Feb. 20 at 3 p.m.
Featured in this joint cultural
adventure will be the 20-piece
Altamonte Springs .Community

Cowpokes
Country culture comes to
Kissimmee this weekend, Feb.
18-20, in the form of the Silver
Spurs Rodeo. Tickets for this
. hoe-down are $5, $6 and $7 and
are available at the Altamonte
Mall and Fas~on Square Mall
outlets and Church Street Sta·
tion in Orlando.

In Concert

How to make peace withTolstoy.
.,
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• 'Back from Tampa: Wellknown jazz-fusion group Tapaz·
try will be appearing, Feb. 20, at
Raffles in the Altamonte Mall.
Music begins at 9 p.m.

GE NERAL FOOOS

c General Foods Corporation 1983 ----~

..

• Getting nervous: Pixie rock
dynamo Pat Benatar will be at
the Lakeland Civic Center Arena
on Feb. 21 at 8 p.m. General admission tickets are $11.50 and
are av:ailable at Select-a-Seat
outlets.
• .Bite it: Heavyweight Ozzy
Osbourne will be doing his thing
on Feb. 23 at the Lakeland
Civic Center Arena at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $9.50 (limited advance) and $10.50 (general admission) and are on sale at
Select-a-Seat outlets.
• In heat: Three-piece sensations, the Stray Cats will be at
the O'Connell Center in
Gainesville on Feb. 25 at 8 p.m.
Mail-order ticket s are $9.50 and
$10.50 and are available by calling 904-392-1653.
•Fused: The Jeff Lorber Fusion, with special guests Liquid
BeBop, will appear at the Bob
Carr Performing Arts Centre on
Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$10 and $12 and are available at
the Carr Box Office and all Cen·
troplex outlets.

•
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Sports week
Women's
tennis team,
sha.Pingup
.

by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

The UCF men's and women's
tennis teams suffered a week of
· losses, but both t.eams remained op-

Lefthander John Flynn will hurl on Saturday. ·

Pam Glmson/FU!ure

.Knights' baseball prepared to
·spring loose against Tars
by Lee Lerner

month of the season is comprised mainly of nonconference g~es with such Division I powers as
Western Kentucky, Yal~, Michigan, and Georgetown.
Bergman said that playing a month of tough opponents, including 12 from Division I, will benefit the
team, allowing the players tiffie to adjust to their game
before entering the more important conference .games.
Bergman ~s enthusiastic about the Knight defense
mainly because they've l;>eep. drilled on the basics. He
is a firm believer in the "can't afford to beat ourselves"
philosophy.

Sports editor

Head coach Jay Bergman has dubbed UCF's
baseball team as an "unknown element" in the Sunshine State Conference this season. The Knights open
the spring schedule on campus tomorrow afternoon
against Rollins.
"Nobody knows how good or bad we really are; '
Bergman said. By opening against Rollins, UCF will
be facing one of the top teams in the conference, he
said. According to his pr~ctions, Rollins and Florida
If this team has any strongpoint, Bergman said it's
. Southern will be the two teams to beat this year in con·
- the outfield strength. All three have speed and _good
ference play.
.
"Rollins has a lot of returning people .this year," he arms. On the other hand, a glaring weakness on this
said. "They've got a veteran team. They're going to be year's team may be the lack of bench strength because
of pre-season injuries, Bergman said.
strong."
The Knights' starting line-up should look as follows:
Yet starting the season against rival Rollins is the catcher-Jim Hawkins, Sr.; lb-Mark Deglomine, Sr.;
way Bergman likes it. In fact, he favors opening the 2b-Tim F.o skett, Sr.; 3b-Jay Bergman Jr.,Jr.; SS-Butch
season against a tough opponent because he said play- Vinson, Jr.; LF-Jay Wollenburg, Jr.; CF-Jeff O'Dell,
ing somebody tough at the start of the season gets the Jr.; RF-Kenny Wright, Soph.; DH-Dave Hodges, Jr.,
· Garry Gawrych, J~. , Jeff Stang, Jr.
team ready to play its hardest.
Although he's not pessimistic about the team's makeBergman described the pitching staff as ''a big ques·
up this season, Bergman realizes the team has
tion
mark," despite having ~ome veterans back.
· weaknesses and said they are strictly an average team
"We've got a lot of experience, and we're gonna have
in a tough conference. "We're not going to be a power
to go with that experience,'' he said. The first month of
team at all. We're not going to be a very good running
the season will be designated to giving almost the en·
team at all. But I think we've got a ni,ce blend of both,"
tire staff a couple of starts, and from there, Bergman
he said. and
pitching coach Jack Billingham will . choose a
"We could be a big. SU!Jlrise; we've got no superstars,
starting rotation. Among those three,
three-man
just eight or nine guys who are all the same. A lot
Bergman
hopes
there will be at least one stopper:
depends on how well we adjust before the conference
Junior lefthander John Flynn has been given the
games."
starting nod for tomo:irow afternoon's ballgame, and
Most of those conference games are scheduled for sophomore lefty Dave Van Cura will pitch Sunday's
the l~tter- part of their 50-game schedule. The first game to be played at Rollins.

•

Men eye
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verna Schnider
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UCF crew team preparing
for another.tough campaign
by Leslie d_e Zwart
Future sports

by Mike Candelaria

UCF's crew season is rapidly approaching, and the team is working
hard to prepare for its spring competition.

Future sports

The UCF men's basketball team
finishes up its regular se.ason con- ference schedule with games Saturday night at Biscayne College and
Monday night in the UCF gym against
Eckerd.
The first-place Knights solidified
their hold on the conference lead by
defeating Florida Institute of
Technology last Friday and St. Leo on
Monday. They now hold a game-anda-half lead over Florida Southern

timistic about the rest of.the se.ason.
The women's team dropped a 7-2
match to Stetson, while the men
were crushed by Rollins 8-1 8.J;ld beat
by Florida St.ate 6-3.
. . The women's team dropped t.o 1·2.
on the year. Last year the team was
forced to disband in the middle of
the season due to administrative
and coaching problems. In fact, this
year the team was not even assembled until shortly before the opening
of the season. Head coach Verna
Schnider attributes. the slow start
this year;" to those problems. "The
girls didn't know that we were
going to have a team until recently.
That's why many of the girls hadn't
been practicing regularly.''
Despite the·difficulties, Schnider
remains . optimistic. "We have a
tremendous amount of depth thiS
year. I have several different girls
who could all play the number one
position." _
Schnider said the team is very optimistic about the rest of the se.ason
and that the ~ is starting tO
shape up.
The men's team nearly pulled off
a stunning upset in their match
against Florida S~te. Only a few
points separated the Knights from
beating the Division I school The
team's record fell to 1-3. ·

Pam Glmson/Future

Men, page 16 Knights' Ronnie Thornton

The crew began practice on Jan.
17, and has_been sp~nding most of
its time on technique and conditioning. "The major thing the crew is doing is learning about their new
equipp:ient and how to set ·the gearing in accordance with the size of the
crew I" coach Dennis Kanirad said
T~e team begins its daily
90-minute practices at 6:30 a.m.
with stretching exercises. The

team's practice sessions vary from·
distance work to speed work, but the
early morning weather and water
conditions can often influence a
practice's effectiveness.
Rowing is just a part of practice.
The crew runs, does varfous exercises, and weight trains three days a
week. Members will also be testing
individual strength levels -to tell
where conditioning work is needed.
Besides rowing and getting in
good condition·, the crew is working
on building temporary shelters on
Lake Pickett for its equipment until
a permanent shelter can be built.
The first race for UCF is March 5
against Rollins on Lake Maitland in
Winter Park.
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UCF volleyball team nails
three to All-conference

Lady Knights
still unbeaten
in conference

Future sports

team.

Three members of this year's UCF
volleyball team were named as allconference selections earlier this
week.
Seniors Karen Fischer and Andrea
Jackson were _listed as first team
selections and senior Linda Sykes

by Mike Candelaria
Futurespcrts

The UCF womens basketball team,
still undefeated in conference play,
closes out its regular season
tomorrow night against conference
foe Tampa in the UCF gym.
The Lady Knights raised their conference record to 9-0 by defeating
Eckerd College 108-28 last Saturday,
and St. Loo 97-29 on Monday.
'
Against Eckerd College and St.
Leo, the games were mo~ like practice sessio~, as head coach Joe Sanchez substituted freely and experimented on both offense and
defense. Leading the way against
Eckerd was talented freshman Susan
Patz with 22 points, followed by
sophomore Susan Brase with 17.
Against St. Leo, junior Dorine Van
Tongeren paced the victory with 20
points as the team shot a blistering 61
percent for the game.
.
After tomorrow's game, the Lady
Knights have a week off before going
on to the Sunshine Stat.e Conference
championship tournament next

was named as a second team selection. In addition, Jackson was named
to the all-conference tournament

by Lee Frank

Under new he~d coach Lyn King
this year, the team finished at 26-25
overall and 10-3 in conference play.
They finished second to Florida
Southern this year in Sunshine
State Conference competition.

Pam Glmson/Future

Lady Kinghts' Susan Patz

weekend in Lakeland. Sanchez said
the team will use the time to fine tune Linda Sykes
both ·its offense and defense and get
ready for the push toward a national
championship.

Kuen Fischer

Men----.----------------------------- from page 15
since the Moes suffered a 74-69 loss at
the hands of Rollins College Monday.
In the victory over FIT, the
Knights played well and were in control throughout the game. They took
a 42-26 lead into the locker room at
halftime and cruised home with the
16-point victory. Ronnie Thornton
scored a career high 31 points for the
Knights, and fellow sophomore Dan
Faison added 20.

In the Knights' clash with St. Leo,
a stingy defense and 55 percent
shooting propelled the Knights to a .
37-24 halftime bulge. In the second
half, the· Knights could not shake the
Monarchs. They built several nine- .
point leads, but each time, St. Leo cut
the lead back down. Finally, with five .
minutes to go, the Knights went up
by 12, 58-46, and held on for the win.
Faison p~ced the Knights with lS

points while Terence Stanley chipped
in with 17.
Ironically, it was crosstown rival
Rollins College that provided the
night's real excitement. With less
than a minute to go in the UCF game
it was announced that the Tars had
knocked off Florida Southern,
enabling the Knights to widen their
first-place lead to a game-and-a-half.
UCF stands 9-1 in the conference
while the Moes are 7-2.
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Audrea ·Jackson

Fencing club
seeks support
for spring
With only three men and two
women and a lack of student interest, the UCF fencing club has
begun practice for its spring
schedule.
The team hopes to open its
schedule by the beginning of
March, and Captain Estaban
Martinez says UCF's team will
battle some major florida universities, including Miami, Florida
State and the · University of
Florida.
According to Martinez, the
team doesn't bring in enough profits.and is therefore classified as a
club rather than a sport. With
this classification, they receive
only a club donation from Student Government.
As a result, the team has to try
and raise most of its own funds to
pay for the equipment Martinez
said. Suiting up one person in
average fencing gear costs about
$150, and much of the·equipment
must be imported from Europe,
Martinez said.
, The team ended the season with
a 5-3-1 record against mostly
Florida schools. This year, Mar. tinez hopes added interest will ·
generate another winning season,
but on an expanded schedule.
The team is holding practices at
9 a.m. on Saturday and Thursday
evenings at 6:30 in the UCF gym.
Anyone interested should contact
Steve at ext.-4359.

•

.
•
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Get out of the bleachers
and Into the press box.
UCF athletics are growing and the
FUTURE sport's staff must grow
- with them. Anyone intenst.ed should
contact Lee Lemer at 275-2601 or

DON'T MISS IT!
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Bandits top Breakers in first league contest
by Lee Lerner
Sports editor

With less than five minutes left in
last Saturday's rain-soaked. T-Bowl
scrimmage, Tampa Bay Bandits'
runningback 'Ricky Williams
scampered one yard around the left
end to seal a 10-3 victory over the
Boston Breakers. ·
Williams' touchdown run came on
his seve.I;J.th consecutive carry of the
drive. The seven carries netted him
31 yards, and qe finished the game
with 51 yards total rushing.
Tampa Bay got on the board first

with a 34-yard field goal by Alvaro
Arenas about nine minutes and 30
seconds into the first half. But
Boston tied the score with eight
minutes and 30 seconds in the half,
on a 34-yard field goal by Tim
Mazzetti.
Tampa Bay head coach Steve
Spurrier was enthusiastie about his ,
team's opening victory in the down
pour. "The weather affected the play
on the field tonight. I was very
pleased with the fact that we did not
fumbie the .ball at all tonight, con·
sidering the conditions on the field.
We had both good enthusiasm and a

good effort from the entire team,''
Spurrier said.
In addition, Spurrier showed op·
timism about the progress his
team's offense has made. "Our offense is pretty well set, we just have
to refine some things on the field in
the next few weeks ..Right now, we
are as far along in our progress
toward the opening of the season as
we expected. Eyerything is coming
together," he said.
Over in the Boston locker room,.
head coach Dick Coury lauded the
Bandits' effort. "I thought that
Tampa Bay 'Yas further along than .

our ballclub. We were outplayed
overall, but I thought the hitting
was good.'' Coury added that the
rain should not have affected the
play of the offense that much. He
said the receivers have an advantage
on the wet turf because they know
where they are going.
"This game doesn't affect our
plans at all. Right now we're just going to pick up where we left off and
continue to work," Co~ said.
The game played before a ·sparse
crowd of 548, was the first of three.
scheduled USFL scrimmages· this
month in the T~e Bowl.

Boston welcomes Veteran
Jauron to training camp
by Jeff Frederick
Future sports

Veteran defensive back Dick
Jauron became one of the latest of
many former NFL players to join the
United States Football League when
he signed a two-yea:r contract with the
Boston Breakers last week.
Jauron spent nine years in the NFL
with the Detroit Lions and . more
recently, the Cincinnati Bengals.
The easy-going free safety readily
admits that his football days are now
just for fun. ''The only reason I
decided to play was just to keep
playing football," said the Yale
graduate.
He compares the intensity of
training camp in the USFL to that of
the NFL, although he's not exactly .

enjoying it. "I hate training camp, it's
the worst part of playing pro football,'' he says.
Throughout his career, Jauron has ·
played under several head coaches
because of frequent changes · in
management. Among them are the
late Don McCafferty, Monte Clark,
Bill ''Tiger'' Johnson and Forest
Gregg. Jauron praised Gregg as being
a strong discip~ and a great
motivator. Gregg was the last NFL
coach that Jauron played for and als<?
the man that handed him his walking
papers in training camp last year. "I ·
don't hold anything against him,
football is a business and he did what
Pcm Glmson/Future
he thought was best."
Boston Breakers' coach works with players on a contact drill.

EAT INTAKE OUT

·Student Government seeks to provide
students at the University of Central
Florida with legal services in matters affecting their welfare as students. Services
provided include landlord-tenant, consumer,' and discrimination problems. Also
noncriminal traffic cases, divorce, wills and
· ilame change transactions.
Our program offers legal advice, con·
sultation and document drafting free · of
charge to students fu need of services. Call
275-2538 or stop by SC 210 for more information or an appointment.

Got Problems with:
·Landiords
Insurance
Contracts
The Police?
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Senate funds chapel study
by Roger Simmons
Future news

HELP for the CLAST!!

Three books written
ESPECIALLY
to teach the. CLAST competencies
Getting Ready for the CLAST, $10.95 Sample tests
and instruction in reading, writing, and
mathematics. 154 pages
Competency in College· Mathematics, l/E, $12.95
Teaches all the CLAST competencies, especially
those in Logic. 4'18 pages
Matti Anxiety Reduction: A Workbook, $10.~5
how to cope with t~ anxiety. 202 pages

Teaches

In your COLLEGE BOOKSTORE now!
or
send your check for the price plus $1.00 shipping
to: H&H P~blishing Company, Inc., 1117 Webb Drive
Clearw~ter, FL 33515. ph-(813) 447 0835

The student senate voted Feb. 10 to
subsidize a feasibility study for an on·
campus Interfaith Chapel for the
United Campus Ministry.
Pro Tempore Dave Kiser, the bill's
introducer, said the $1,000 funding
bill does · not violate separation of
church and state. He said that United
Campus Ministry already receives
money from the senate's clubs and
organizations fund, so this grant to
campus ministries would not set a
precedent. The money for the
feasibility study will come from
unallocated funds.
The Campus Ministry plans to pay
approximately $6,000 for a firm to
survey community organizations and
citizens to see if they would con~
tribute to the $918,000 project. With
SG granting $1,000, the remaining
$5,000 for the study·will be raised by
the United Campus Ministry.
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Come join our gang at the Island Bar
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15¢ OYSTERS --~ .
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:FRESHLY
.
. SHUCKED- ' . --.-:·_·
Pitcher w/ . AT BAR" ..·:

11 A.M. til 6:30
TUES. & SAT.
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}.QQ off

bucket of OYSTERS
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(Good with this coupon)
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~------------------------·
3040 N. GOLDENROD RD. BETWEEN
UNIVERSITY & HWY. 50
671-1976

The senate also passed a resolution .that calls upon the administration to
restore funding for ~ Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action summer
program at UCF. According to Sen.
Stan Halbert, ~he resolution's introducer, the Educational Opportunity Program helps minority
students who might not otherwise be
accepted through regular admission
procedures to prepare for college
classes. Halbert said 40 i)ercent of the
currently enrolled black students 'came through the program.
Halbert said he was given a run~
around when he questioned . administrators about the budget cut
made to the program.
The senate adopted another
resolution that calls for the ad·
ministration to maintain the current
graduation ceremony format, in which
students are individually recognized.
The resolution, introduced by Kiser,
passed unanimously. Vice President
Matt Weber presented it to a commencement
review
committee
meeting Feb. 11.
The committee, at its Feb. 4
meeting, had heard proposals for an
en masse ceremony where graduates
would be recognized in groups.
Also, a bill allocating money for a
Campus Escore and Patrol service
passed. Sen. Rob Rotter was the only
person to speak · against the bill,
saying that it looks like "a police state
is being imposed,,, with students
. wearing bullet-proof vests and
patrolling the campus. He also said
''police should hire their own additional officers." Rotter abstained
from voting.
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Azeeni Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men a·n d Wo~en ... Includes Hair analysis
OPEN.

WE ARE HERE

9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Thurs. Eve.
by Appt_. Only

No Gratuities Please

7213 Curry Ford Rd\.·
Orlando

273-1313
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100 Minutes of $1.00 Heineken
From.9:00
For Iriformation . Call 295-3751
NOT VALID FOR SP~CIAL EVENTS
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This empty space needed an ad. If you come in and

McCraw said the idea that gays are
Although he accepted Christ as his
not productive is absurd. "Most of savior when he was 12, he was
my friends were very productive, very homosexual for many years. After
successful, but they were still very going straight, he founded Be Whole
unhappy individuals, not that a lot of ministries in 1977, he said, an
het.erosexuals are not unhappy.''
organization that helps homosexuals
McCraw, describing Be Whole's who want to become het.erosexual.
philosophy, said there are 20 million
Audience response included compracticing homosexuals in the United · ments by both homosexuals and
States. When he was gay, McCraw het.erosexuals. Sanlo told the house
said he encountered little opposition that she was "not that much difand was even elected to the California ferent" from them, and that chances
&publican committ.ee.
were that each person k-new and cared
about someone who was gay.

•

sell an ad for this space as a FUTURE AD REP, I'll
gfoe you $10. That's good beer m.oney. Honest_.
·No kidding.
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BUSINESS MANAGER

..

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

•

(! LASSIFIED .

forsale . ,

Anyone interested in starting up a Weight
Watchers class near campus, call Jan at
1981 Honda 750 custom, cost 3000, sell 273-0990 or 273-6528.
$1800. $300 Minolta D-6 super 8 mm movie 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---1
camera $90. Call 365-5720.
Apple Ii+ 64K, disk drive II, Apple Ill monitor.
months old. $1550. Call Gerl (305) 295-6628
fter6 PM.

...

Subaru Brat 6.2, 1980, 4 wheel drive, topper,
spoke wheels, AM/FM, sliding rear window,
trailer hitch, 26 mpg In town, very clean,
one owner, $4200 or will consider older 6cyllnder pickup for partial trade. Call John
evenlnQS In Sanford, 1-349-5057.

help wanted
\

Earn $5000 THIS SUMMER with College
Students Painting Co. We are now hiring
District Managers for your city. This Is a fulltime summer Job. No exp. nee. Interviewing
on campus soon. Contact your placement
office for application and to schedule appointment.
·

UNIVERSITY VILLAS

· Furnished & Unfurnished $24():$265
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

ABORTION S~RVICES, birth control lnfor·
motion, pregnancy tests and counseling.
t - - - - - - - -- - - - - - ' - - - l VD screening, low cost, confidential ser·.
vices.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando
· EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
898-0921
papers, theses, reports, resumes , etc.
Correction of spelling, grammar, punc.,
and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
Bea, 678-1386.

typists

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING. Impressive.
Reasonable. Dependable. Call now.
JUDY'S Business Service, 671-0312.
Accurate TYPING, attractive/correct forms.
IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, minor editing. Exp.
in any/all Jobs. Call Marti-1 ml. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.
~

Typing service available, 11 years experience . .Close to UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING ·
'78 Suzuki GS550. Very good condition. InGuaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correccludes fairing, luggage rock, and helmet. f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 tlon of spelling, grammar, punctuation .
Only $799. Coll 855-7~ 14.
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work·
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
Atari 400 computer w/ 16K, program recorstaff, all have college degrees. 24-hr. turder, BASIC and assembly cartridges. 3
game cartridges (Missile Com., Star Roommate-25 minutes from UCF wanted to naround avail. 671-3007.
Raiders , Pocmon), joysticks, and all ·share a 4-bedroom mobile home. Room
ocumentation. $300. Call Lee, 644-2362 has a double bed and other furniture. Rent Computer word processing, customized
eves.
Is $140/month plus 1/4 utilities. Call 282-4875 resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
From $1.50/pg. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
for Information.
Single bed frame w/ head and footboard .
Maple wood . Excellent cond. $30. Call 851- UCF/Alafaya. Female student nonsmoker. Fast, accurate typing. Reasonable rates: $5
minimum. Call Peggy or Fran at 896-9384 or
1805 after 5 PM.
Rent $145/mo., 1/3 utllltles. Call 365-5720.

A public service message fr()fTl
the Internal Revenue Service.

IRs
TAXPA't'e/<'

ASSf!;f~
.,, ,,,, .

~

Free help
Got a tax question? The answer may be in
one of the ·free IRS publications -there are
over 90 topics in all - available by using the
handy order form in your tax package . Or
call the toll-free IRS taxpayer assistance
number listed in your telephone directory.

..OOmmat-eS

843-7650.

Wicker furniture, coffee table $15, 2 straight 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l
chairs $10 ea, small round night table $5.
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16 yrs.
Call 851-1805after 5 PM.
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENING~. 678-4360.

for rent

Shaklee all-natural vitamins & minerals at
wholesale cost. Gary, 275-3936.
Room &. bath In W.P. house for rent. Female
a . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i' only. Five minutes from campus. $45/wk.
Half utilities. $50 deposit. Call Susan, 6787858 after 6 PM.

personal

New 2-bd/2-bath duplex. Cathedral
e time draws near, get ready because ceilings, mini blinds, appliances, $375/mo.
M9x Dagger Is coming...
645-5121 .

•

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE . PREGNANCY
TESTS, LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy,
confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia Ave .
Available by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606; or toll free 1-80().432-8517.

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

Cockatlels, llvely, healthy, tame babies. National company is selecting UCF studerrGrays, $30. Pleds, whites, $55. 628-3223.
ts to participate in Its summer work
program. Earn college credit and above
Furniture: bamboo set, 3 chairs, couch, 2 average money. Coll 678-3062.
side tables & coffee. All with tile tops; wate
Unique Opportunity
couch: coffee &table. Ph. 282-1562.
Our company is considering an Ori. area
Bride gown & veil, $100. Call Carol, 365- office. We employ college-age ladles as
hostesses for trade shows &. conventions.
5796.
Applicants must be 18 or older, considered
Must sell-need $-Yamaha tenor trombone, attractive, · outgoing personality, free to
10-speed bike, Tl-55 calculator, Bell tourstar work pt. time. Send name, oddress, phone, .
helmet (7 3/8), lg. aluminum-frame back- & recent snapshot to Models Unltd., PO Box
pack. Best cash offers will be accepted. 3382, Sarasota, FL 33578. Interviews on
campus. Equal Opp. Employer.
Please .call 896-1365, Mike.

•

273-5610

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

services

Ji{g
. ~oc .
~ ·/7)1. .
C::ltntc

1nd1vidua1 c0nf1dent1aleouiise11ng
GYnecologlstS
Sp~aker Service

2233.LfE.

RD. WINTER PARlt'

. 628-0405

Toll Free 800-432-5249
ORLANDo •WINTER PARK

.CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Gay Community Services of Central Florida
offering legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line with trained members &
special activities. For Information call THEGA YS f843·4297) .
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ToUTnhome Rentals
From $98. 75 Per Person
Based on quqd (4) occupancy per unit

CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE
ATOWNHOMECOMMUNITY
----.-- ~ -- - ~

Choose One of
Two 2nd Floor Plans

FEATURES
•· Burglar Alarm
• Microwave (limited number)
• Clothes Washer & Dryer .
• 991 Square Feet
• Discount Rent
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· SECOND FLOOR PLAN Adequate spac.e for two single beds or one doub 1e bed and both
Master Suites are des i gned for separate. use of bath, to i let and vanity.

Come.See Our Model ·
You'll Like It!
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN Suggested furniture layout shows functional use of space and illustrates
workable traffic pattern. Furniture layouts are Design Consultant's suggestions only. Other
than specified appliances, the units will not be furnis.hed.

(\

Located on Alafaya Trail midway
.
. .
· between University Blvd. an~
AD\/\NTAGE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATJION
SR 50, 1.1 miles south of the
UCF main entrance.
.

l

Call Jan No\V - (305) 273-0990
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